Mule sxs

Strong enough for work and play, this side x side has an impressive hauling and towing
capability, even in six-passenger mode. All in about one minute. Engine torque and power are
matched to the Continuously Variable Transmission CVT to offer usable power delivery
throughout the rpm range to get you through those tough spots even when loaded to capacity.
Continuously Variable Transmission CVT also contributes to smooth, consistent engine braking
that helps to maintain reduced vehicle speed during descents. A massive lbs. Stay productive in
the field with multiple volt DC power outlets, all of which are supported by a high-output amp
generator. Drive through rugged terrain in confidence as integrated inner wheel wells help
protect the engine compartment from outside debris. Independent front and rear suspension
contribute to a smooth, comfortable ride while twin-tube shock absorbers provide superior
bump absorption in rough low speed situations as well as dampening higher-speed chatter.
Drive comfortably in a roomy cabin that offers generous leg, shoulder, and head clearance,
along with refined ergonomics. Accessorized units shown. Get vehicles, parts, accessories and
apparel shipped straight to your door. Unclip seats and pull cargo bars up. Push rack back and
pull seat into place. Click in cargo bed bars and clip in seats. Media player. Convenience on the
go. Subscription Preferences. Enter your email address so that we can find your existing
information. Sorry, cannot submit. Invalid fields exist in below form. If you are currently
subscribed, check your email for a secure link. Didn't receive an email from us? We're Sorry.
There has been an error. With excellent performance for both work and play, it's the perfect
work companion with all-day comfort and strong, dependable performance. Two-inch hitch
receiver with massive 2,lbs towing capacity helps you get the job done faster and more
efficiently. Responsive Continuously Variable Transmission CVT produces usable traction and
powerful acceleration in challenging terrain. Engine and Continuously Variable Transmission
CVT excel under the most difficult situations to deliver smooth power when you need it most.
Continuously Variable Transmission CVT also contributes to smooth, consistent engine braking
that helps to maintain reduced vehicle speed during descents. Ladder-type construction of the
welded main frame optimizes flex, rigidity and strength while intelligent design features help
protect vital components. Independent front and rear suspension contribute to a smooth,
comfortable ride while twin-tube shock absorbers provide superior bump absorption in rough
low speed situations as well as dampening higher-speed chatter. Cabin features a padded
bench seat that fits three adults comfortably with generous shoulder and leg room.
Automotive-style seatbelts enhance safety, are comfortable and easy to use. The gallon storage
bin located under the seat offers ample room for your belongings. Spacious cabin provides
exceptional riding comfort thanks to four-wheel independent suspension and enough cabin
space to fit three full-size adults comfortably. Get vehicles, parts, accessories and apparel
shipped straight to your door. Roomy cabin with 3-passenger seating cc , 3-cylinder, 4-stroke
engine 1-ton towing capacity Independent front and rear suspension. Largest in Class. All-steel
front bumper provides protection for your bodywork. Welded one-piece main frame was built
with strength and durability in mind. Integrated inner wheel wells help protect engine
compartment from debris. Subscription Preferences. Enter your email address so that we can
find your existing information. Sorry, cannot submit. Invalid fields exist in below form. If you are
currently subscribed, check your email for a secure link. Didn't receive an email from us? We're
Sorry. There has been an error. Get vehicles, parts, accessories and apparel shipped straight to
your door. Vehicle Accessories. Accessory Packages. Audio System. Underseat Storage Bin.
Rearview Mirror. Side Mirror Set, Standard. Soft Roof, Black. Floor Mat. Soft Roof with Back,
Black. Plastic Roof. Side Mirror Set, Premium. Hard Cab Enclosure, Windshield Wiper. Hard Cab
Enclosure. Cargo Bed. Cargo Bed Mat. Cargo Bed Liner, Slip Resistant. Speed Sensor.
Universal Ignition Switch. Back-Up Beeper. Beacon Strobe Light. Switch Box. LED Headlight
Set. LED Light Bar. Electrical Accessories. LED Dome Light. Element-Air Filter.
Element-Assy-Air Filt. Oil Change Kits. Performance Oils. Seat Covers. Side x Side Packages.
Chrome Hitch Ball, 2". Trailer Hitch. Vehicle Protection. Brush Guard. Winch Mount. Windshield
Washer Kit. Price and specifications are subject to change without notice or liability. Availability
is subject to production, stocking and demand. Manufacturers suggested retail prices shown.
Subscription Preferences. Enter your email address so that we can find your existing
information. Sorry, cannot submit. Invalid fields exist in below form. If you are currently
subscribed, check your email for a secure link. Didn't receive an email from us? We're Sorry.
There has been an error. Able to take you over any terrain, these capable vehicles also have
nearly limitless utility for work, hunting and many other forms of recreation. What kind of
off-road vehicle you choose depends on how you plan to use it. For sport and recreation, size,
maneuverability, fine-tuned engines and ground clearance are considerations. And if sharing
the experience is the goal, seating for friends and family is a must. All-terrain vehicles ATVs are
four-wheeled off-road vehicles with handlebar steering and motorcycle-style seating. If seeing

new places and experiencing new things is your goal, an ATV or SxS is the vehicle you need to
outrace the ordinary. At the end of the day, your to-do list needs to be shorter than when you
started. With farming and ranching often requiring an all-out workhorse, a UTV is what you
should be looking at. And the larger engine size, elevated payload and towing capacity will
make a UTV your new favorite co-worker on your property. An off-road vehicle for every kind of
rider and every kind adventure. For solo trips along winding trails, challenging climbs over
rocks with a friend, transportation for a hard-working crew or the perfect vehicle for a family out
for a day of adventure, Polaris has an industry-leading range of ATVs and SxS vehicles to
elevate every outdoor activity. Innovatively engineered, our line-up is consistently updated in
order to elevate performance and take riders further than before. Got a question? Talk to one of
our Polaris Product Pros. They're the experts behind the design and performance of Polaris
off-road vehicles. Ask them anything. If you've thought about it, they've done it. Call us at
Whatever your experience level or vehicle capability, we have a wide and deep bank of
resources to answer any question you might have. Adventure and exploration are the ultimate
goal, but safety needs to be top-of-mind for your ATV experience to be a memorable one. Rider
safety is our top priority and should be yours as well. Knowing safe riding practices and having
the proper gear and equipment is the first step. Be aware of the laws in place to protect you,
others and the environment. Get out there. In your element. Well past the point where other
hunters cho When it comes to extending your riding season or simply keeping yourself sa
When it comes to buying an ATV or four-wheeler to fit your needs, there are From the iconic
Iron Range in the northeast to the thousands of lakes that Skip to content Skip to navigation
Skip to footer. Learn More. Explore Types of Off-Road Vehicles. What are ATVs? You sit on it,
not in it No roll cage Throttle controlled in handlebars Brake by hand control or foot control Can
be transported in a truck bed. What are SxS Vehicles? Has a roll cage Steering wheel and foot
pedal controls Generally wider; require trailer transport Can carry from 2 to 6 people You sit
inside it; passengers sit next to or behind you. What are UTVs? Originally designed for work
applications Steering wheel and foot pedal controls Generally wider; require trailer transport
Can carry from 2 to 6 people You sit inside it; passengers sit next to or behind you. How do you
plan to use your off-road vehicle? Utility Vehicles. Property Maintenance. Who is Riding? How
many seats do you need? Driver Only One Seat. Driver With a Passenger Seats. Multiple
Passenger Seats. Sportsman ATV. Two-and four-seat sport SxS. Two-and four-seat recreation
SxS. UTVs with the capacity to seat people. Help Me Choose Ask an Expert. Expand Your
Range. Discover New Hunting Ground. Forgot your password? Or sign in with one of these
services. Has anyone put a different brand motor in a mule with a straight shaft,trifugal if so
where did you get a tapered sleeve for the primary clutch to work or what other rough can one
take to make this setup work. Will a centrifugal clutch work plus converting to chain driven?
They have a repower page, where you fill out what machine you have and shows what motor will
fit. I'm with Travis. Just because it could be done, doesn't mean that it should. I believe that "all
in", the price would be substantially more than a rebuild. If there were a major power gain, it
might be worthwhile, but I don't see that happening. If anything, I'd look at refitting a larger
stock motor. Like the diesel that was offered on the Where you'd have the option of do it
yourself fab, or off the shelf parts. Things such as motor mounts. But personally, I wouldn't
even go that far. I'd just rebuild, or replace the existing motor. I don't know what happened to
the motor it was converted when i bought it with a centrifugal clutch and 50 chain. I'm talking
with Noram they say they've got a clutch for up to 40 horse power engines that engages slowly
and safely. I think it's around 7 inches. If it's already converted, then that certainly changes
things. Some UTV brands, and models come with a big Honda, horizontal shaft engine, mounted
just as you describe. Don't know about the chain drive though. Can't remember exactly which
ones I've seen it on either. But it definitely wasn't a Honda. That was what caught my attention.
I'm thinking it was at Tractor Supply Co. Anyway, one of those could possibly answer some
questions about what the options might be. You can post now and register later. If you have an
account, sign in now to post with your account. Note: Your post will require moderator approval
before it will be visible. Paste as plain text instead. Only 75 emoji are allowed. Display as a link
instead. Clear editor. Upload or insert images from URL. Existing user? Or sign in with one of
these services Sign in with Facebook. Sign in with Twitter. Sign in with Google. Reply to this
topic Start new topic. Recommended Posts. Posted June 12, Link to post Share on other sites.
Travis Posted June 12, Look up smallengine warehouse. You might even contact briggs to see
what will work. Whats wrong with the engine? Posted June 15, Posted June 16, Join the
conversation You can post now and register later. Reply to this topic Insert image from URL.
Followers 2. Go to topic listing. Similar Topics. Hi there Amateur here We have 60 acres of well
suited land for riding and are finally pulling the trigger on a side by side. We plan to make the
purchase now and then likely add a snow plow next fall though we're not certain of this. Due to

the color that my wife wants and the features, it makes more sense for us to get the Ranch
version than the LE. That said, the winch that comes with the Ranch edition apparently doesn't
accommodate a synthetic cable which is what they recommend for use with a snow plow. I
would have to buy a 2nd winch kit to replace the existing. I'm disappointed they can't work
something out with me to swap them out rather than me buying another one but that is where I
find myself. I need to buy it from this dealer long story that is not interesting In any event, I'm
looking for any thoughts more experienced people might have. My tentative plan is just to leave
the original winch on until next fall, then swap them out when I confirm I want to add a snow
plow. Or should I consider removing the original winch while it is brand new and try to sell it on
the secondary market? Would it be difficult to sell? I would also appreciate any
recommendations on the plow itself. One thing I found slightly confusing is that the dealer said
the Ranch winch doesn't come with a remote switch But maybe that is only with the original
winch. I would think having a remote hand held switch would be advantageous when moving
snow. Hope these aren't silly questions. I really appreciate any insights you can provide.
Challenger Clutch Problems. How many people have burnt clutches in these things? Mine is a
hrs miles lightly used around the yard in the shop getting its 4th clutch. What a joke. I replaced
battery used battery I had on hand a yr ago and didn't foul a plug for some time and replaced
batter new with a bigger lawn mower type battery again a month ago and have fouled two plug
since. Had carb cleaned and valves adjusted and still fouls plugs way to often. Friend has a
mule just like mine and his does same thing. Have read this is a common problem with mule.
Any help or suggestions would be welcomed. Thanks and stay healthy. Primary Clutch. Any
suggestions to remove the primary clutch without purchasing the manufacturer's tool? Sign In
Sign Up. Two people can get the job done or enjoy the funâ€”at a price less than many ATVs.
The Mule features a single-cylinder engine mated to a continuously variable transmission CVT ,
a dual-mode rear differential, independent front suspension, unit swing-axle rear suspension
and hydraulic brakes. A spacious cab with curved body panels and a large-diameter steel tube
frame structureâ€”that meets ROPS requirementsâ€”presents a clean, modern look, with
automotive-type controls and a gear selector within easy reach on the dashboard. Comfort
features include two large cup holders, a passenger-side glove box and grab handle, and more
storage space located beneath the hood. As is the case for many utility vehicle owners, the
engine is one of the enticing features of the Mule The durable air-cooled, single-cylinder cc
four-stroke engine utilizes a cooling fan to help maintain an ideal operating temperature. In this
new model, the flap in the rear left tire housing was widened slightly to minimize mud entering
the engine area. It offers an incredible bang for the buck at a lower price than many ATVs. The
model also features a dual-mode rear differential, independent front suspension, swing-frame
rear suspension and sealed hydraulic drum brakes. For , the flap in the rear left tire housing was
widened slightly to minimize mud entering the engine area. Equally important, the sturdy engine
can be started in any gear, provided the brakes are applied, and starting is easy thanks to an
enrichening system that partially opens the throttle during starting. The compact utility vehicle
and its selectable four-wheel drive make this the ideal tool for the adventurous hunter; able to
haul people and equipment almost anywhere, regardless of how remote. Enhancing its flexibility
is its size and the ability to transport it in the back of a full-size pickup truck. The Mule also
features a fully-automatic transmission, locking rear differential and a tilting cargo bed. For , the
new Mule is powered by a liquid-cooled cc four-stroke V-twin. This helps make engine starting
smoother and more consistent, gives better throttle response and its improved fuel metering
helps reduce fuel consumption. The system incorporates an automatic fast idle speed control,
which activates when the engine is cold, eliminating the need for a manual choke. The system
also regulates maximum engine speed, eliminating the need for a mechanical governor. The
Mule utilizes a continuously variable transmission CVT to provide quick acceleration and
efficient pulling power. Dependable, low-maintenance shaft drive transfers power to a
dual-mode differential that can be locked to maximize rear-wheel traction, or unlocked to
improve handling and minimize ground disturbance when making tight turns. The truck-like
look of this off-road performer belies the ease of handling made possible by its electric power
steering EPS. Electrically driven, the motor is controlled by an Electronic Control Unit ECU that
uses input from a vehicle speed sensor and torque sensor to determine the amount of
assistance provided by the system. The body panels are durable, color-molded plastic that
helps hide scuffing. The front hood of the Mule Diesel can be lifted with the pull of a
dash-mounted knob to reveal a now deeper storage space, which also has convenient D-rings
to secure cargo. Located beneath the front bumper are winch-ready tabs for an easy winch
installation. Trans4x4 users can fold down the rear bench seat and extend the cargo bed
forward into the cab for increased cargo capacity. When more than two seats are needed, the
Trans4x4 can be quickly converted back to four-passenger mode by reversing those same easy

steps. The wheelbase of the Mule Trans4x4 is New digital fuel injection DFI and electric power
steering EPS systems work in conjunction with selectable four-wheel drive, a fully-automatic
transmission and a locking rear differential to make the versatile Mule Trans4x4 an outstanding
choice for just about any utility vehicle need. Bold new truck-like styling is complimented by
smooth car-like controls, a revised dashboard layout and a tilting cargo bed. This promotes
easy starting and gives the engine more precise and consistent fuel metering for better throttle
response and reduced fuel consumption. The system incorporates an automatic fast idle speed
control which activates when the engine is cold, eliminating the need for a manual choke. This
new look complements popular changes made the prior model year, which saw the company
add electric power steering EPS finesse to the extra grunt and convenience of this off-road
utility vehicle. The new bodywork draws comparison to the styling of many modern pick-up
trucks that are often seen working alongside the Mule. Its panels are durable, color-molded
plastic that helps hide scuffing and its rugged-looking front hood can be lifted with the pull of a
dash-mounted knob to reveal a now deeper storage space. This compartment also has
convenient D-rings to secure cargo. By John Pellan. Kawasaki just did a huge refresh to their
UTV lineup! They are Trusted, Tried and True to be the right tool for anyone who needs to
transport passengers or cargo on the jobsite or on the trail. A comfortable fit for two
passengers, the muscle to cover more ground in less time, and the capability to get out for
some fun when work is done. Each MULE PRO side x side is built with a tough chassis that
provides a smooth ride through the use of independent suspension front and rear. The
suspension provides a generous 8. Home Forum Shop Dirt Co. Wednesday, February 24, How
not to break your arm or hand in a UTVâ€¦. Jim Beaver Season Launch. All Race Reports.
All-Yellow Podium at King of the Hammers. Please enter your comment! Please enter your name
here. You have entered an incorrect email address! Big Props to wesmiller70 for winning the
Baja Good luck to all competitors today for the Baja This year, the Mint launched The Military
Chal. Looking for some clarity on wiring aftermarket acc. The Polaris Lineup. With the new
Polaris lin. Blown belts are one of the most common mechanical. New all-electric Powersports
brand Volcon emerges. Flannel Season is here! Check out our new Dirt Co. Good to see the
champ elitomac in a UTV! Full sto. Load More Follow us on Instagram. February 22, How not to
break your arm or hand in a UTV February 19, All Mule SX models have tilting steel beds that
can carry pounds, and they have pounds of towing capacity. It comes in Vibrant Blue. Small
enough to fit in the bed of most full-size pickups. That kind of portability adds convenience for
crews that have trucks but not trailers, and saving the cost of a trailer makes operating the Mule
SX more economical than many UTVs. The Mule is A cc, air-cooled, single-cylinder, two-valve,
pushrod, four-stroke engine with a 26mm carburetor. The Mule is outstandingly quiet, a plus for
hunters or anyone who cares to communicate while driving. A fully automatic belt-type
continuously variable transmission CVT with high and low ranges, neutral and reverse.
Unlocking the rear differential allows tighter turns and protects delicate turf. There is no front
differential lock. As fast as most other pure-utility UTVs, which is not very fast. For a utility UTV,
the Mule accelerates pretty well. Surprisingly well. The Mule makes enough smooth, low and
midrange power to climb hills
t5 wiring diagram
96 ford ranger starter
ford e250 blower motor resistor location
and claw through difficult terrain. Engine rpm is fairly low, even with the throttle wide open, so
the Mule feels relaxed at speed in open terrain. MacPherson-strut front suspension and
truck-like swing-axle rear suspension with 3. The suspension is non-adjustable. Fail to adjust
your speed for big bumps or really rough-going and it will bottom. Surprisingly well prepared.
XCs have 8. As long as you remember the Mule SX is a , hills will be as fun as the rest of the
trail. Going down steep grades with the Mule calls for some awareness from the driver too. Very
impressive. The Mule SX comes with the same three-year warranty as the Pro-series Mules, the
longest in the industry. This vehicle is also remarkably refined, especially for a pure-utility UTV.
The range selector and other controls have a smooth, solid action. The engine, exhaust and
driveline are outstandingly quiet. The snorkel intake adds water resistance and extends air-filter
service. UTV Action Magazine. By nelson on May 6,

